
Amateurs will play the same 9 hole course (A,B, or C) twice to make a round of 18.（e.g.）

A Pro Par Ama
A1 58 3 58
A2 105 3 70
A3 58 3 58

A5 74 3 74

A7 75 3 75

(either directly or after crossing over), take a one stroke penalty and either retee or play from the front tee.

A9 68 3 68
B Pro Par Ama

B2 84 3 84
B3 94 3 60
B4 90 3 70
B5 78 3 78

B7 92 3 92
B8 104 3 104
B9 130 3 65
C Pro Par Ama ※All Amateur holes are par 3. 【about pace of play】
C1 94 3 94 Roped areas to the left are OB.
C2 145 4 60 Walking path and area where C3 goal is located are OB.
C3 86 3 86 Walking path C8 tee area are OB; roped area past basket is also OB. ・please observe the 30 second turn rule and the 3 minute lost disc rule.
C4 97 3 97 Areas outside the tee ground and target zones are O.B. ・Players starting on C course should go to their starting tee early.

Road and all areas beyond are OB. ・One round of 18 should take 2 hours 20 minutes or less.
The side of the white or blue line closer to the road center marks OB. ・Please return scorecards to HQ ASAP after your round.

C6 110 3 76 Walking path and areas beyond are OB. ・Time required for play on day 1 will affect the schedule on day 2.
Walking path and roped areas are OB. ・Please do your best to help promote smooth play, and have fun!
 If drive or subsequent shots pass the wrong side of the front pole, tethrow without penalty.

C8 118 4 75 Road and all areas beyond are OB. 
C9 96 3 65 Walking path and areas beyond are OB.

C7 108 3 88

C5 66 3 66

Pond OB：In the pond and on rocks surrounded by water is OB. If drive goes in the pond 

Players can also choose to tee off from the front tee from the beginning (playing 3).

Walking path and left are OB ※Be careful of players throwing on hole B8.
The walking path past the basket and all areas beyond are OB.
Inside or on top of the Gazeebo are OB.

・If you fall behind the group ahead or have the group behind waiting 
on your group, speed up your play.

The walking path past the basket and all areas beyond are OB.
Walking path and all areas to left are OB. Street beyond the basket is also OB.
Road and all areas left of it are OB. The side of the white or blue line closer to the road center marks OB. (see pic)
Road and all areas left of it are OB. The side of the white or blue line closer to the road center marks OB.

B6 70 3 70 Rugby Goal Triple Mandatory (must go through the lower gap): 
Retee immediately without penalty if your shot fails to cross the mandatory line.

There is an OB line to the right and beyond the basket. Walking path and beyond to the left are also OB.

B1 123 3 72 Front Rugby Goal right mandatory.
 If drive or subsequent shots pass the wrong side of the front pole, tethrow without penalty.

The walking path past the basket and all areas beyond are OB.

A8 48 3 48
Discs on or across the road beyond the basket are played with normal OB rules.

The walking path past the basket and all areas beyond are OB. The bench and concrete located to the left of the basket are safe areas.

A6 50 3 50 If your disc fails to completely cross the line between the double mandatory trees in front of the tee, retee immediately with no penalty.
All other OB areas play according to regular OB rules.

Pond OB：In the pond and on rocks surrounded by water is OB.
(same as above)
The walking path past the basket is OB. On the building or concrete is OB.

A4 83 3 55 Tree mandatory left. (center of tree is the line) If mandatory is missed, immediately retee with no penalty until making the mandatory.
If you go OB after making the mandatory (e.g. right of OB line or inside or atop the gazeebo structure) regular OB rules are in effect.

OB rules
Areas outside the tee ground and target zones, defined by roads or other boundaries, are O.B.
On vehicle roads, the roadway side of the blue or white lines are the OB line.（pic）、
On walking paths the block bordering the path is OB（pic）、Where the path is unevenly covered with grass, the grass is safe.（pic）

Players follow order of holes written on scorecard, completing two 9-hole sections per round.

If starting on hole five, play:５６７８９１２３４５６７８９１２３４

（Note）During first round, players will go from hole B1 to C1, and after hole C9 they play B2.Pro

Amateur


